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SUMMARY
This report presents the results of a p11oted-s1mulat1on experiment aimed
at evaluating the addition of flight path angle (FPA) symbology to a base-line
transport airplane electronic attitude director Indicator (EADI) for control
and monitoring during flight director Instrument approaches. Three electronic
display formats were evaluated. Each format was comprised of a base-line set
of display parameters consisting of: pitch and roll attitude; Indicated air-
speed; radar altitude; fast/slow, glide slope and locallzer deviation; and
pitch and roll, flight director commands. The two format variations about
the basic display included the addition of, and specific symbology for, flight
path angle, drift angle and flight path acceleration information. The evalua-
tion was conducted during 3° stra1ght-1n approaches with two different wind
profiles characterized by lateral, longitudinal and vertical shears and tur-
bulence conditions. Flight path tracking data and pilot subjective comments
were examined with regard to the pilot's ability to capture and maintain the
localizer and glide slope when using each of the three display formats.
The results of this experiment show that the addition of FPA information
to a basic EADI format did not significantly improve lateral or vertical track-
Ing performance during the approach to landing under the simulated wind pro-
files. Pilot workload required to assess the presence of lateral and vertical
wind shears was reduced, however, by the display of flight path and drift
information.
INTRODUCTION
<
The present trend within the airline/airframe community is to utilize
color electronic displays for primary cockpit instrumentation. The capabil-
ity provided by this equipment, to present integrated information in new
display formats, requires serious consideration due to the potential benefits
attainable in terms of decreased pilot workload and increased flight path
performance. Limiting factors imposed on these new display formats relate
to the computational capacity of the airborne computers and, more practically,
the costs associated with pilot training. That is, the new display formats
cannot be so complicated as to exceed the capability of the prospective digi-
tal computer performing the display computation and generation, and the dis-
play must be easily interpretable by the pilot with a minimum of retraining
time. For the EADI for the 757/767 aircraft, Boeing is attempting to mini-
mize the transition problem from the electromechanical instruments to the
cathode ray tube (CRT) displays by defining a display format that is very
similar to the electromechanical ADI's presently flying in the DC-10, L-1011,
and B-747.
Research and development activities performed by NASA as part of the Ter-
minal Configured Vehicle (TCV) Program have shown the benefits of utilizing
flight path angle information and perspective runway symbology on a vertical
situation display in conjunction with a velocity vector control wheel steer-
ing mode. By using the flight path information and the perspective runway,
as depicted in Figure 1, the pilots were able to fly ILS approaches without
flight director commands. These activities were performed via simulation and
flight test experiments and are reported on in reference 1 and 2, respectively.
The study described herein provides a logical extension of these experi-
ments by NASA; however, it utilizes a more typical present-day airline dis-
play with flight director information as a base-line. For this display, an
EADI format similar to that defined by Boeing for the 757/767 Electronic
Flight Instrument System (EFIS) procurement was chosen. This display format,
without flight path information, was used to establish a reference from which
comparisons could be made with two variations of this base-line. The first
variation, specified by Boeing as an EFIS EADI option, includes the flight
path information tested by NASA in their experiments. The second variation,
created by Bendix for this study, provides a simple addition of flight path
angle to the base-line display.
This report presents the results of a piloted-simulation experiment aimed
at evaluating the addition of flight path information, via these three EADI
display formats, during flight director ILS approaches. Performance and work-
load data is presented for each of the wind conditions studied, and pilot
comments are related to the analytical results obtained. The experiment was
conducted in the Bendix Flight Systems Division fixed-base transport cockpit
simulator during November 1980. Four airline'pilots participated in the
experiment as test subjects.
SIMULATOR
The Bendix transport simulator is a fixed-base cockpit simulator comprised
of a DC-8 cab with modern instrumentation, a Data General ECLIPSE S/230 Mini-
computer System and a Bendix computer system for input/output handling. The
complex is shown in Figure 2 and the pilot's instrument panel is shown in
Figure 3.
The simulation model is based on the DC-10 Series 30 aircraft. This in-
cludes the DC-10's" equations of motion; pitch and roll flight director con-
trol laws; yaw damper control law; control wheel steering algorithms; and,
actuation and autothrottle systems. The ILS and airport geometry shown in
Figure 4, is based on Runway 13-31 at the FAA Technical Center in Atlantic
City, New Jersey. All computations, except the CRT display generation, were
performed within the ECLIPSE every 50 milliseconds. The EADI display formats
were generated within the Bendix display computer every 100 milliseconds.
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ADI attitude director indicator
ALT HLD altitude hold mode annunciation
B6 FAA wind profile B6
B7 FAA wind profile B7
cm centimeter
CRT cathode ray tube
df degrees of freedom
D.J display format number 1
D2 display format number 2
D3 display format number 3
EADI electronic attitude director indicator
EFIS electronic flight instrument system
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FC calculated test statistic
FPA flight path angle
FT value for confidence level with (m, np) degrees of
freedom
ft feet
GS glide slope
GS CAP glide slope capture mode annunciation
GS TRK glide slope track mode annunciation
HSI horizontal situation indicator
IAS indicated airspeed
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONTINUED)
IAS HLD Indicated airspeed hold mode annunciation
ILS instrument landing system
in inches
LOG TRK localizer track mode annunciation
m meters
MAC mean aerodynamic chord
MS mean square value
NASA/SRI National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Stanford
Research Institute
RMS root mean square
S standard deviation
s Laplace operator
SS sum of squares
t
TCV Terminal Configured Vehicle
W-, evaluation window number 1
W2 ..._ jyaluation window number 2
W3 evaluation window number 3
- statistical RMS mean value
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The experiment was designed to evaluate pilot performance using three
variations of a typical EADI display with and without flight path symbology.
A high workload environment was simulated by requiring flight director
approaches to 100 feet of altitude under severe wind shear and turbulence
conditions. Each of three display formats were flown with two different
winds, and four repeats were made for each display/wind combination per pilot.
The evaluation process was both qualitative and quantitative. Subject
pilot opinion and questionnaire evaluation were sought with respect to the
pilot's: (1) ability to understand and use the displayed information;
(2) acceptance and confidence in the display formats, (3) use of the flight
path symbology to detect the presence and direction of wind shears; and, (4)
mental and physical workload. Aircraft tracking parameters were recorded and
analyzed, and pilot wheel and comumn inputs were examined to measure physical
activity.
DISPLAYS
The three display formats used in this study were programmed on a
Bendix 3-color beam penetration CRT with a viewable area of 14.48 x 14.48 cm
(5.7 x 5.7 in.). As shown in Figure 3, this unit is mounted directly in front
of the control wheel on the left side of the simulator's instrument panel.
Although the CRT is somewhat larger than the A rinc size A package utilized
on the 757/767, this is not of critical importance to the results of the study.
A second difference, which may be more significant, relates to the color cap-
ability of the simulator display unit versus the 757/767 unit. The unit used
in the study provides the.colors red, green, and amber, while the Boeing
unit provides 7-colors, including red, green, blue, and mixtures of these.
The Boeing unit can, therefore, use color in a more effective manner to
separate display parameters and declutter the screen. Although this may have
had some bearing on the outcome of the sutdy, it is extremely doubtful that
it would be crucial based on the analytical results and pilot commentary
obtained.
Display format 1, shown in Figure 5, is the baseline EADI presentation.
It provides pitch and roll attitude information via a standard horizon line
and sky/ground texture which move behind a fixed aircraft symbol. The pitch
scale 1s graduated in 5 degree increments. A roll pointer moves along a scale
at the top of the screen with indications of 10, 20, 30, 45, and 60 degrees.
The display provides speed information using a fast/slow deviation scale
which is referenced to a pilot-selected speed setting. The speed setting
for the flight condition utilized in the study was 150 knots. The display
also provides a window above this scale with a digital readout of indicated
airspeed. ILS deviation information is included via the glide slope and
expanded localizer scales. The glide slope indicator provides a full scale
deviation (2 dots) of j^.7 degrees about the runway's glide path angle. The
expanded scale localizer indicates lateral deviation about the local'izer
beam. Unlike theinformation on the horizontal situation indicator (HSI), which
provides a full scale (2 dots) reading of +2 degrees, the ADI expanded
localizer scale provides greater resolution about beam center but is useable
only within 1/2 dot or 0.5 degrees. Above the glide slope deviation scale, a
window is provided with a digital readout of radar altitude. Above this, a
decision height indication illuminates when the aircraft descends below the
pilot-selected altitude. Autopilot/flight director and autothrottle mode
annunciation is provided in the lower left and right corners of the screen.
For this study: the autothrottle always remained in the IAS hold (IAS HLD)
mode; the roll flight director always remained in localizer track (LOG TRK);
and, the pitch flight director transitioned from altitude hold (ALT HLD) to
glide slope capture (GS CAP) to glide slope track (GS TRK) based on the DC-10
transition logic. The command information on the display is provided by the
cross pointers which move laterally and vertically with respect to the square
at the center of the aircraft symbol. These command bars are driven by the
DC-10 altitude hold and ILS control laws.
Display format 2, shown in Figure 6, adds the flight path symbology
to the baseline EADI described above. The wedge-shaped symbols move perpend-
icular to the horizon line to indicate flight path angle with respect to the
pitch altitude scale. They also move laterally, while remaining parallel to
the horizon line, to provide a gross indication of drift angle. The rect-
angular symbols, shown outside the wedges, depict the aircraft's flight
path acceleration. The zero reference for the acceleration term is the flight
path angle wedge. This parameter provides significant lead information for
flight path activity. The equations used to generate the flight path terms
just described are shown below:
(1) Flight Path Angle = 57.3
(2) Drift Angle = Ground Track - Heading
(3)
 AccIlheraP?iohn * ~& (Ground SPeed Rate>
Display format 3, shown in Figure 7, differs from the baseline EADI
due to the addition of the flight path angle "V" symbology. This consists of
a flight path angle reference box which Is centered between the wheels of
the aircraft symbol and a "V" which opens and closes, both up and down, to
Indicate the aircraft's flight path angle with respect to the reference. The
"V" always opens or closes 1n a direction perpendicular to the aircraft symbol.
It is not tied to the horizon or the pitch scale. The reference box has been
located with respect to the aircraft symbol and remains fixed on the screen
in a position which corresponds to a standard ILS glide path. The top of the
box corresponds to 2.5 degrees, the middle 2.75 degrees and the bottom 3
degrees. Thus, if the pilot keeps the tip of the "V" inside the reference,
he is maintaining a flight path between 2.5 and 3 degrees down.
EXPERIMENTAL TASK
JOThe experimental task required the pilot to capture and track a 3*
glide slope while maintaining the localizer from 364.8m (1200 ft) to 30.48m(100 ft.) of altitude using the displayed flight director pitch and roll
commands as the primary control information. Flight path angle information
was used, at the pilot's discretion, to support the flight director command
information to maintain the task profile shown in Figure 8. All pilots were
instructed tomonltor their progress and performance along the profile utiliz-
ing normal cross-check parameters.
TEST SUBJECTS
Four commercial airline pilots were used to evaluate the displays.
Two of the pilots wererrated for the DC-10,' and the other two pilots were
rated for the B-727. Three of the four subject pilots had some previous
experience with the cross pointer type flight director display. The other
pilot had only used single cue flight director presentations. None of the
pilots had any experience in the test simulator or had participated in the
design of the display formats.
TEST PROCEDURE
Each subject pilot was thoroughly briefed prior to performing the
experiment. A detailed description of the study objectives, the cockpit
simulator, the features of each display format and the pilot tasks in flying
the simulator was presented. Each pilot performed at least three practice
runs with each display format to prevent the test evaluation from being
influenced by his learning curve.
Each subject pilot flew the same random approach sequence of twenty-
four experimental runs. Eight approaches were made with each of the three
display formats. In each approach, one of two environmental conditions was
simulated. The six unique display format/environmental condition run
combinations were repeated four times, Each pilot spent one day at the simul-
ator. This was broken Into a morning and afternoon session.
The experiment was flown from the left seat. The right seat was
occupied by a test engineer familiar with the study project and general
aircraft procedures. He acted as a copilot and provided customary call outs
as requested by the subject during the pre-experlment briefing. In general,
the callouts included: excessive localizer and glide slope deviations; descent
rates greater than 1000 feet per minute; and, 100 ft. altitude levels at 500
ft. and below.
Eadh data run was intialized with the aircraft on localizer center
with the required crab angle established, below the glide slope at an altitude
of 364.8m (1200 ft) and at a range of 12771.1m (41,900 ft) from the glide
slope transmitter. The aircraft was trimmed in level flight in its approach
configuration with 150 knots airspeed, a 35° flap setting and the gear down.
With an aircraft landing weight of 158,730 kg (350,000 Ib) and a center of
gravity at 18.5% mac, the trim angle of attack was 7 degrees.
Prior to run initiation all of the augmentation systems were engaged
such that no mode selection was required after the run began. The pitch
flight director was engaged in altitude hold with the glide slope mode armed
for capture; the roll flight director was engaged in the localizer track
mode; the yaw damper and autothrottle systems were on; and, the control wheel
steering mode was engaged. The DC-10 control wheel steering provides the
pilot with a stabilized attitude hold mode in the pitch and roll axes with no
force on the control comumn and wheel, respectively. With force applied it
results in pitch and roll rate commands to the control surfaces.
The first environmental condition consisted of a lateral and long-
itudinal wind shear. This condition is designated as FAA wind profile 86,
and is characterized by the data shown in Table 1. Below 152.4m (500 ft),
the laterla wind profile exceeds the capability of the DC-10's autopilot/
flight director control laws to maintain the aircraft within acceptable
deviations from the localizer center. Lateral offsets of up to 27.4m (90 ft)
were experienced as a norm, due to the cross wind shear of 16.1 knots per
30."48m (100 ft) between 152.4m (500 ft) and 121.9m (400 ft) of altitude.
The longitudinal headwinds approach the outside limits expected of a pilot
when controlling the aircraft through the flight director. Headwind shears
of 18.7 knots per 30.48m (100 ft) are experienced between 121.92 (100 ft)
and 60.96m (200 ft) of altitude which can result in excessive glide slope
deviations.
The second environmental condition consisted of wind shears and
turbulence in the lateral, longitudinal, and vertical axes. This condition
is designated as FAA wind profile B7 with NASA/SRI turbulence and is
characterized by the data shown in Table'2. Although controllable by the
autopilot, the resultant wind profiles in the longitudinal and vertical axis
appear to be outside the limits expected of a pilot to maintain the glide
slope when controlling the aircraft via the flight director. The lateral
wind profile, however, is within the limits expected of a pilot to maintain
the aircraft within acceptable deviations from the localizer center.
TEST DATA ANALYSIS
Selected data parameters were recorded twice per second. These
included glide slope and localizer deviation, pilot wheel and column inputs,
and flight director roll and pitch command bar signals. At a 150 knot approach
speed, this data was recorded at approximately every 38.1m (125 ft) of air-
plane travel.
Pilot comments were recorded during each run, after each run, and
during a debriefing after each session in the simulator. The subject pilots'
opinions are summarized in the section "Results and Discussion".
Data sampled from three windows along the task profile were statist-
ically treated and analyzed. The first window (Wl) was chosen to examine
performance in intercepting and transitioning to the glide slope beam, in the
presence of moderate wind profiles. The second window (W2) was chosen to
examine the performance in tracking the localizer and glide slope beams, in
the presence of moderate wind profiles. The third window (W3) was chosen
to examine the performance in tracking the-localizer and glide slope beams,
in the presence of moderate wind profiles. The third window (W3) was chosen
to examine the performance in tracking the localizer and glide slope beams,
in the presence of severe wind profiles. These windows are shown graphically
in Figure 8.
From the data parameters the RMS mean (x) and the standard deviation
(S) for each window, display format and test subject were calculated and the
standard deviation was examined in an analysis of variance process (See ref-
erence 3). More specifically, an RMS of the measure was determined across
each window, then all repeats of similar conditions (pilot, window, shear
condition) were grouped to form a single mean and standard deviation for
table and figure presentation. Each individual RMS value was used in the
analysis of variance test. The test was conducted with regard to treatments
of pilots, windows, display formats and their interactions. The significance
of the analysis of variance was determined by the use of an F-test table.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the test data analysis are shown in Figures 9 through 24
and Tables 3 through 26. Each figure depicts the mean and standard deviation
for a specific data parameter an RMS measure and pilot, within each of the
three windows. The tables summarize the analysis of variance performed on
each of the parameters and provide comparisons of the means and standard
deviations for each parameter with respect to the four pilots. During the
data collection process two data runs were lost for FAA wind profile B6.
Since each data run includes three windows of datapoints, a total of six
RMS values are missing from the analytical results. This anomaly is reflected
in the analysis of variance summary tables for each data parameter.
In general, the lateral and vertical tracking performance was good
in the upper two windows of the task profile but poor in window 3 from 500
feet to 100 feet of altitude. This poor performance was not attributable to
any of the displays or pilots, but instead was a direct result of the severe
winds imposed in window 3. The simulated wind shears were greater than those
specified by the FAA for measuring Category II performance and were beyond
the capability of the DC-10's ILS control laws. Although not a part of the
study, autopilot coupled approaches flown for each of the wind conditions
resulted in deviations at 100 feet which were outside the Category II limits.
A general consensus of pilot comments indicated that most of the 24 approaches
would have been aborted between 300 feet of altitude and 100 feet due to
excessive glide slope deviations, localizer'deviations or descent rates.
The analysis of variance showed that the pilot was significant at the
99% level for all of the data parameters and for both environmental conditions,
The window treatment was also significant at the 99% level for all longitud-
inal parameters. This was not true for localizer deviation, control wheel
position, and roll flight director commands during wind profile 87. These
parameters were significant only at the 95% level for B7. The pilot signi-
ficance is partially attributed to the difficulty encountered by one pilot
(B) in flying the cross-pointer flight director commands. He had never
flown these before. The window significance is definitely due to the fact
that the shears initiated during window 3 resulted in larger deviations from
the flight path, larger errors in following the flight director commands and
much higher workloads than those experienced in windows 1 and 2.
With regard to the glide slope devistion analysis, the displays were
significant at the 95% level for B6 and at 99% for B7. For 86, three of the
four pilots performed better in window 3 with display format 3, and the
other (pilot C) did better with display 2. Both of these formats include
flight path angle symbology. For B7, which was the more severe longitudinal/
vertical shear, there was very little difference for three of the four
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pilots with respect to the display formats; however, one pilot (B) did much
worse with the third display. In the first two windows very little difference
in glide slope performance existed between display formats. Pilot comments
supported these results to the extent that three of the four subjects felt
that the flight path angle "V" in display format 3 provided significant im-
provement in glide slope tracking. None of the pilots, however, rated display
2 better than fair in improving their performance. Their general comment was
that they did not "see" the wedges except when moving laterally as a function
of drift angle.
In terms of following the pitch flight director commands, the displays
were significant at the 95% level for both 86 and 87. No consistent display
preference, however, was discernable from the mean and standard deviation
data. Based on a dlight director bar width of 0.06 cm, the typical RMS mean
values recorded for the task profile were between one and two bar widths.
With regard to the localizer deviation analysis, the display treatment
was significant at the 95% level for wind profile 86 and the pilot/display
interaction was significant at the 99% level for B7. For B6, a review of the
mean and standard deviation data indicated similar performance with respect
to all three displays for the first two windows. In window 3, a larger dif-
ference was noted. Although one of the pilots performed best with display
format 2, three of the four pilots had greater problems! when flying display 2.
This format provides drift angle information via the lateral motion of the
flight path wedges. All pilots felt that display 2 provided a good indication
of lateral wind shear and that it improved their localizer tracking perform-
ance. It should be noted that the pilot who performed best with this additional
information played down its importance by commenting that the same information
was available on the horizontal situation indicator. For 87, the pilot/display
interaction significance can be attributed to the fact that two pilots tended
to track the localizer better with display 1 and two tended to track the
localizer better with display 1 and two tended to perform better with display
3.
In terms of following the roll flight director commands, no display
related significance was noted at the 99% or 95% levels for 86 and only a
95% level significance for the pilot/display interaction occurred for 87.
This was directly associated with the localizer tracking performance described
above.
Based on the measured data for wheel and column motion, there was no
display related significance with regard to pilot workload. This data was
supported by pilot commentary which, in general, revealed no benefits in this
area.
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Overall, based on the recorded data, no display format was consistently
superior for either glide slope or local1zer performance or for reducing
pilot workload. In general, the pilot who followed the flight director command
bars best (the bars were common to all formats), performed best.
Other pilot comments obtained during and after the experiment indicated
that: (1) the flight director command reference box in the center of the
EAOI is too small; (2) the expanded localizer deviation scale at the bottom
of the EADI is too sensitive with a full scale of +/2 dot; and, (3) a single
cue presentation would be more acceptable to these specific pilots than
a crosspointer flight director.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of this experiment show that during flight director instruemt
approaches: (1) the addition of flight path symbology to a typical transport
electronic-attitude-director-indicator does not appreciably influence glide
slope tracking performance, but it does provide an indication of longitudinal/
vertical wind shear if properly integrated into the overall display format;
(2) the addition of drift angle on the EADI does not assist localizer tracking
performance, but it does provide a good indication of lateral wind shear;
(3) the "wedges" of display format 2 do not provide a good indication of flight
path angle or longitudinal/vertical wind shear because they tend to "disappear"
from the pilot's scan area. They do, however, provide valuable lateral infor-
mation as they move across the screen as a function of drift angle diromg a
lateral wind shear. During these conditions they are very visable. (4) the
"V" symbol of display format 3 provides a good indication of flight path
angle and longitudinal/vertical wind shear conditions. Because it is centralized
on the EADI, it is not lost during high workload conditions. It does not,
however, provide any lateral indication of a changing wind.
Overall, flight path information is desirable on an EADI if integrated
correctly. It is useful as an approach monitor and as a source of changing
wind conditions. For autopilot approaches, display format 2 may be a possible
solution; however, this display is not suitable for flight director approaches.
Display format 3, on the other hand, appears to be useable for both autopilot
and flight director approaches; however, it is completely deficient in pro-
viding lateral wind information. An integrated display of flight path inform-
ation requires a combination of the good traits of formats 2 and 3.
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commence-turn- 500')
128
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MIRl Rwy 8526 and 17-35
FAFf»MAP4.3 NM
FIGURE 4 RUNWAY 13-31 FAA TECHNICAL CENTER ATLANTIC CITY
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TABLE 1 - FAA WIND PROFILE B6
ALTITUDE .
m
365.76
335.28
304.80
274.32
243.84
213.36
182.88
152.40
121.92
91.44
60.96
30.48
ft.
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
HEADWIND
(KNOTS)
26.4
26.4
25.4
24.2
22.8
21.4
19.7
18.0
22.3
15.5
3.6
1.8
CROSSWIND
(KNOTS)
-26.4
-26.4
-25.4
-24.2
-22.8
-21.4
-19.7
-18.0
-1.9
+10.8
+13.5
+6.8
NOTE: No turbulence Is superimposed on the FAA Wind
Profile 86.
TABLE 2 - FAA WIND PROFILE 87
RANGE
m
15,240.0
4,196.2
3,779.8
3,363.2
2,946.5
2,530.1
2,113.2
1,696.5
1,279.5
863.8
447.1
ft.
50,000
13,767
12,401
11,034
9,667
8,301
6,933
5,566
4,198
2,834
1,467
ALTITUDE
m
609.6
214.0
194.1
174.6
155.1
127.1
108.5
81.7
60.3
45.4
19.2
ft.
2,000
702
637
573
509
417
356
268
198
149
63
HEADWIND
KNOTS
10.88
5.83
2.62
0.00
TAILWIND
KNOTS
7.39
10.50
19.24
20.51
21.48
24.68
16.52
CROSSWIND
KNOTS
-8.07
-7.58
-7.00
-6.22
-6.61
-4.66
-2.72
-2.62
-1.55
+1.36
+5.64
VERTICAL WIND
KNOTS
-9.10
-1.2?
-0.41
-1 .07
-2.04
-2.92
+0.02
+0.37
+0.17
+0.23
+0.00
NOTE: The following NASA/SRI turbulence Is superimposed on the FAA
Wind Profile 87.
AXIS
Lateral
Longitudinal
Vertical
MEAN
KNOTS
0
0
0
STANDARD DEVIATION
KNOTS
3.0
4.0
2.5
38
TABLE 3 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LOCALIZER
TRACKING DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE B6
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
e
6
4
12
102
137
ss
.2751
.0516
.4679
.0858
.1355
.0173
.0958
.5765
1.7054
MS
.0917
.0258
.2339
.0143
.0226
.0043
.0080
.00565
*C
16.23
4.57
41.40
2.53
4.00
0;76
1.41
PT
4.00 (99*)**
3.09 (95*)*
4.85 (99*)**
2.19 (95*)*
3.01 (99*)
2.47 (95*)
1.86 (95*)
* An Indication that the F (calculated)
** An Indication that the F (calculated)
value 1s significant at
value Is significant at
the 95* level,
the 99* level.
TABLE 4 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF LOCALIZER
TRACKING DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE B7 PLUS NASA/SRI TURBULENCE
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
108
143
SS
.3069
..0384
.0008
.2706
.0199
.0296
.0800
1.4478
2.1939
MS
.1023
.0192
.0004
.0451
.0033
.0074
.0067
.0134
FC
7.63
1.43
0.03
3.36
0.25
0.55
0.50
FT
3.99 (99*)**
3.09 (95*)
3.09 (95S)
2.99 (99*)**
2.19 (95*)
2.47 (95S)
1.85 (95%)
** An Indication that the F (calculated) value Is significant at the 99* level.
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TABLE 7 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GLIDE SLOPE
TRACKING DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE 86
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
102
137
SS
.5224
.2882
2.6902
.0424
.4903
.0695
.1528
1 .2658
5.3216
MS
.1741
.0441
1.3451
.0071
.0817
.0174
.0127
.0124
*C
14.04
3..S6
108.47
0.57
6.59
1.40
1.02
FT
4.00 (99*)**
3.09 (95%)*
4.85 (99%)**
2.19 (95%)
3.01 (99%)**
2.47 (95%)
1.86 (95%)
* An Indication that the F (calculated)
** An Indication that the F (calculated)
value 1s significant at
value Is significant at
the 95% level.
the 99% level.
TABLE 8 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF GLIDE SLOPE
TRACKING DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE 87 PLUS NASA/SRI TURBULENCE
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
108
143
SS
.2397
.0965
1.9155
.0884
.2904
.0167
.1040
.7883
3.5396
MS
.0799
.0483
.9578
.0147
.0484
.0042
.0087
.00730
FC
10.95
6.60
131.21
2.01
6.63
0.57
1.19
FT
3.99 (991?)**
4.83 (99%)**
4.83 (99%)**
2.19 (95%)
2.99 (99%)**
2.47 (95%)
1.85 (95%)
** An Indication that the F (calculated) value 1s significant at the 99% level.
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TABLE 11 -ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ROLL FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMMAND
DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE 86
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
102
137
SS
.0877
.0085
.0332
.0162
.0048
.0005
.0115
..15125
.31358
MS
.02923
.00425
.0166
.0027
.00080
.000130
.00096
.00148
FC
19.75
2.87
11.22
1.82
0.54
0.09
0.64
FT
4.00 (99%)**
3.09 (95%)
4.85 (99*)**
2.19 (953!)
2.19 (9516)
2.47 (95%)
1 .86 (95*)
** An Indication that the F (calculated) value 1s significant at the 99% level.
TABLE 12 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE 87
OF ROLL FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMMAND
PLUS NASA/SRI TURBULENCE
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
108
143
SS
.0737
.0012
.0031
.0348
.0173
.0038
.0243
.22556
.38383
MS
.02457
.0006
.00155
.0058
.00288
.00095
.00203
.00209
FC
11.75
0.29
0.74
2.78
1 .38
0.45
0.97
FT
3.99 (99%)**
3.09 (95%)
3.09 (95%)
2.19 (95%)*
2.19 (95%)
2.47 (95%)
1 .85 (95%)
* An indication that the F (calculated) value 1s
** An indication that the F (calculated) value Is
significant at the 95% level,
significant at the 99% level.
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TABLE 15 . ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PITCH FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMMAND
DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE B6
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
102
137
SS
.1151
.0075
.0211
.0098
.0132
.0023
.0075
. .08963
.26606
MS
.038367
.00375
.01055
.001633
.0022
.000575
.000625
.000879
'e
43.64
4.27
12.00
1.85
2.50
0.65
0.71
FT
4.00 (99*)**
3.09 (95%)*
4.85 (99%)**
2.19 (95%)
2.19 (95%)*
2.47 (95%)
1.86 (95%)
* An Indication that the F (calculated)
** An Indication that the F (calculated)
value Is significant at
value Is significant at
the 95% level
the 99% 1evel
TABLE 16 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PITCH FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMMAND
DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE 87 PLUS NASA/SRI TURBULENCE
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
108
143
SS
.0892
.0142
.0325
.0224
.0111
.0015
.0259
.15985
.35663
MS
.02973
.0071
.01625
.00373
.00185
.00038
.00216
.00148
FC
20.09
4.80
10.98
2.52
1.25
0.26
1.46
FT
3.99 (99%)**
3.09 (95%)*
4.83 (99%)**
2.19 (95%)*
2.19 (95%)
2.47 (95%)
1.85 (95%)
* An Indication that the F (calculated)
** An Indication that the F (calculated)
value Is significant at
value 1s significant at
the 95% level.
the 99% level.
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TABLET?- ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PILOT WHEEL INPUT
DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE B6
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
102
137
SS
147.56
9.70
348.54
3.43
10.97
4.26
37.11
.235.01
796.60
MS
49.18
4.85
174.27
0.57
1.83
1.06
3.09
2.30
*C
21.38
2.11
75.77
0.25
0.08
0.46
1.34
•r
4.00 (99%)**
3.09 (95*)
4.85 (99*)**
2.19 (95%)
2.19 (95?)
2.47 (95%)
1.86 (95%)
** An Indication that the F (calculated) value Is significant at the 99% level.
TABLE 20 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PILOT WHEEL INPUT
DATA FOR FAA WIND PROFILE B7 PLUS NASA/SRI TURBULENCE
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
108
143
SS
43.21
17.10
146.79
62.71
21.51
16.68
28.39
542.75
879.18
MS
14.40
8.55
73.39
10.45
3.58
4.17
2.36
5.02
FC
2.87
1.70
14.61
2.08
0.71
0.83
0.47
FT
2.70 (95%)*
3.09 (95%)
4.83 (99%)**
2.19 (95%)
2.19 (95%)
2.47 (95%)
1 .85 (95?)
* An Indication that the F (calculated)
** An Indication that the F (calculated)
value Is significant at
value is significant at
the 95* level.
the 99% 1 eve!.
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TABLE 23 - ANALYSIS OF
FOR
VARIANCE OF PILOT COLUMN INPUT DATA
FAA WIND PROFILE B6
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
102
137
SS
.4266
.0961
5.9678
.0615
.3055
.0547
.2267
.1.8240
8.9639
MS
.1422
.0480
2.9839
.0102
.0509
.0136
.0188
.0179
FC
7.94
2.68
166.69
0.57
2.84
0.76
1.05
FT
4.00 (99%)**
3.09 (95%)
4.85 (99*)**
2.19 (95%)
2.19 (95*)*
2.47 (95%)
1.86 (95%)
* An Indication that the F (calculated)
** An Indication that the F (calculated)
value Is significant at
value Is significant at
the 95% level,
the 99% level.
TABLE 24 - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF PILOT COLUMN INPUT DATA
FOR FAA WIND PROFILE B7 PLUS NASA/SRI TURBULENCE
SOURCES
PILOT TREATMENT
DISPLAY TREATMENT
WINDOW TREATMENT
PILOT AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW TREATMENT
WINDOW AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
PILOT AND WINDOW
AND DISPLAY TREATMENT
ERROR
TOTAL
df
3
2
2
6
6
4
12
108
143
SS
.5737
.0259
4.2822
.2729
.4189
.0470
.3017
3.5590
9.4817
MS
.1912
.0129
2.1411
.0455
.0698
.0117
.0251
.0329
FC
5.81
0.39
65.07
1.38
2.12
0.36
0.76
FT
3.99 (99%)**
3.09 (95%)
4.83 (99%)**
2.19 (95%)
2.19 (95%)
2.47 (95%)
1.85 (95%)
l
** An Indication that the F (calculated value Is significant at the 99% level.
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